1. Mount the two cross straps to the inside of both side frames using one screw at each side per strap. Note: They fit between the notches in the channels. Note: The larger holes at one end of each side frame are at the top of the display.
2. Use four screws to mount the pan to the bottom of both side frames.

3. The literature pocket can be attached at either side of the display chassis with two short bolts and nuts. Use the plastic push pins to plug the holes on the opposite side.

4. Place the display chassis on top of the floor stand assembly and use two bolts in front and two bolts and nuts in back to secure it.

5. Run power cords through the channels of the side frames. Then use three screws each to mount the channel covers to the back of the side frame legs.
Once you have your display hardware assembled, apply adhesive stickers to face of display.

**Label 1**  
Remove protective cover from adhesive backing from AgCam (EnduraCam) – OverView label. Label is applied to location 1 (shown below)

**Label 2**  
Remove protective cover from adhesive backing from Blue Dakota Micro label. Label is applied to location 2 (shown below)

**Panel 1**  
IMPORTANT: Clean/wipe down display stand base to remove any residue or debris (your panel may not stick if you skip this step). Remove protective cover from the adhesive on back of foam core panel. Affix panel as indicated below.

**Things to consider when stockings your display with equipment:**

1. You are not required to use the leg pieces of the display. This display has been designed to be utilized as either a free standing display, or for use on a countertop.

2. There are a variety of holes on the top of the display to mount your choice of Dakota Micro monitors. You can choose to mount a single monitor in the center of the display, or two monitors side by side.

3. There are channels down the back of the leg pieces of the display to allow cables to be hidden.

4. There is a “shelf” on the inside of the top portion of the display. This is a location for you to hide your extra cables.

5. It is recommended, if mounting multiple displays, to put the AgCam/EnduraCam display on the left side, and the OverView display and camera on the right. This will line up the product lines with the product specific label.